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1.Abstract
Current behavior change systems often demand extremely advanced sense-making skills, requiring users to
interpret personal datasets in order to understand and change behavior. We describe EmotiCal, a system to help
people better manage their emotions, that finesses such complex sensemaking by directly recommending
specific mood-boosting behaviors to users. This paper first describes how we develop the accurate mood models
that underlie these mood-boosting recommendations. We go on to analyze what types of information contribute
most to the predictive power of such models, and how we might design systems to reliably collect such
predictive information. Our results show that we can derive very accurate mood models with relatively small
samples of just 70 users. These models explain 61% of variance by combining: (a) user reflection about the
effects of different activities on mood; (b) user explanations of how different activities affect mood; as well as
(c) individual differences. We discuss the implications of these findings for the design of behavior change
systems, as well as for theory and practice. Contrary to many recent approaches, our findings argue for the
importance of active user reflection rather than passive sensing.
2. Introduction: Why we need accurate mood models to promote mental wellbeing
Many mobile healthcare applications aim to improve both physical and mental wellbeing, taking a behavior
change approach [1–3] by supporting detailed monitoring of target behaviors, such as diet, mood or exercise.
The goal of these healthcare applications is to enable users to derive insights about the consequences of specific
behaviors on their health. These user insights can then inform decisions about appropriate behavior
modifications to improve personal health.
The first wave of personal healthcare systems focused on simple behavior tracking. The ubiquity of mobile
phones provides a straightforward way for people to monitor health-relevant daily behaviors to better
understand how these might be improved. For example, a user experiencing sleep problems might employ an
application that allows them to log multiple sleep-relevant factors including: exercise, diet, social activity,
bedtime, work habits and so forth. By analyzing the effects of each of these factors, this sleep-deprived user it is
argued should then be able to determine which of these trigger factors have critical impacts on sleep. In an ideal
world, this careful analysis of system data should allow users to modify their behaviors to improve sleep.
While there have been important successes with such monitoring systems [4, 5], they have crucial limitations.
One critical issue is that these systems place heavy analytic demands on users. For example users may struggle
to disentangle what behavioral triggers affect their sleep, because there are so many possible factors, including:
exercise, social interactions, diet, bedtime, and more [6–8]. Users may also have further difficulty interpreting
the results of multi-factor tracking because factors can interact in complex ways. For example, it may be hard
for users to generate the insight that a combination of minimal exercise and a late bedtime are maximally
disruptive for sleep, if neither factor alone is deleterious. But how can we better support the majority of users
who lack the advanced data analytic abilities to interpret time varying data with complex interactions between
behavioral triggers [9]? This paper argues that such systems must provide user-centric data analysis tools
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allowing people to reason about these complex relations between triggers and target behaviors. In other words,
these systems must support analytic sensemaking.
One response to the need for sensemaking has been to propose new types of analytic tools that provide
interpretive support for complex personal health data. One class of tools offers simple visualizations illustrating
correlations between trigger activities and health behaviors [10, 11]. Other systems provide natural language
summaries describing how triggers are affecting target behaviors [12]. However there are limitations to these
approaches. For example, these systems tend to explore simple relations between trigger activities and goals
(e.g. late bedtime affects sleep), whereas in many cases there are complex interactions between multiple
variables (low exercise combined with late bedtime reduces sleep) [6–8].
And even when users do correctly interpret the effects of combined behavioral triggers this does not guarantee
behavioral improvements. Sensemaking is necessary but not sufficient; it must also be supplemented by a
remedial plan. To return to our example, simply understanding that bedtime and exercise together influence
sleep is not enough to positively change behavior. Rather, users also have to plan effective new ways to change
those two behaviors to achieve positive effects. For example, a user might decide they need to implement a
combination of an early bedtime of 10pm, allied with an exercise regime of at least 8000 steps to promote a
good night’s sleep. Other work has shown that such remedial planning works best if plans are concrete and
executable [13], but such requirements are not always straightforward to satisfy.
Given these dual requirements of sensemaking and remedial planning, we therefore explore a different approach
to behavior change in personal healthcare systems. Our novel approach uses predictive algorithmic modeling to
provide recommendations to users about how to modify activities to promote effective behavior change. Rather
than devolving the burden of analytic sensemaking and devising remedial plans to users themselves, instead we
scaffold both these processes. To aid sensemaking, we provide predictive end-user models. These models allow
users to straightforwardly determine which trigger factors affect their wellbeing. More importantly, we also
offer users actionable recommendations about what remedial actions they might undertake to positively change
behavior.
Our system addresses emotion regulation through the use of activity planning. It is well known that people
experience major challenges in regulating their emotions; this has important consequences for emotional
wellbeing. People are typically poor at predicting future emotions [14]; they overestimate the impacts that recent
negative events will have on long-term affect. They also find it difficult to choose future activities that will
improve long-term wellbeing [15]. Finally, when in a distressed state, many people tend to recall negative
information rather than enhancing mood by remembering positive events [16, 17]. People who have difficulty
overcoming these affective biases can experience severe negative consequences for their mental and physical
wellbeing [18–20]. Access to algorithmic insights about one’s own mood could alleviate these problems,
especially if accompanied by remedial methods to positively improve mood [16]. These algorithmic insights
may help users regulate mood by providing recommendations that are not tainted by the affective biases
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everyone experiences. Supporting mood regulation with software is promising, but relatively little research
attempts to provide this mood regulation support for the general population.
To help people better understand and regulate their emotions, we designed and implemented a mobile phonebased system called EmotiCal (Emotional Calendar, see Fig 1). Unlike many off-the-shelf applications,
EmotiCal goes beyond simple mood and activity tracking. It supports predictive emotional analytics to help with
sensemaking, allowing users to better understand how specific everyday activities influence their mood.
EmotiCal also helps users generate remedial plans which take the form of personalized recommendations about
new behaviors to improve mood.
Elsewhere we describe a 3-week intervention study demonstrating how engaging with EmotiCal’s predictive
analytics improves wellbeing and increases users’ sense of control over their emotions [26]. In addition, users
who engaged with EmotiCal’s emotion forecasting and remedial activity recommendations were more
successful at choosing activities that improved their mood [26]. The current paper instead focuses on system
design, specifically the underlying mood modeling that underpins both sensemaking and remedial planning. To
develop these models, we examine users’ active evaluations of trigger activities that users believe affect mood,
as well as the explanations they provide of how these factors influence mood. Trigger activities are common
social, work and health related behaviors. Users log how often they engage in such activities within the
application, and also provide information about each activity’s effects on mood, e.g. a good night’s sleep might
enhance mood. We explore how these logged activities and explanations can be used to predict mood. Accurate
mood models are critical to facilitating user sensemaking. With accurate mood models, users are able to better
understand the factors underlying mood because of the reliable relationships those models capture between
trigger activities and mood. More importantly, accurate models are necessary to provide compelling
recommendations about remedial activities users might perform to improve mood. We explore exactly what
types of data are needed to generate these models and what system designs might promote the collection of such
data. While our focus here is on emotion regulation, the insights we generate have direct implications for a
broad class of quantified self and behavior change systems that aim to help users gain insight into, and hence
modify, important personal behaviors.
This paper describes how we developed accurate mood models to support sensemaking and remedial planning.
Data were derived from deployments of the EmotiCal system with 70 total users who generated 2,875 logfiles to
provide this data. One critical question we wanted to address was the role of active user evaluation. In our
procedure, users actively engaged in reflecting about their mood and trigger behaviors in contrast to recent
automatic approaches [3, 27]. This active reflection involved identifying which activities affect mood, weighing
the effects of those activities, and generating explanations for those effects. This active user approach generates
rich, systematic data but imposes additional logging burdens on users. Given these burdens, in addition to
examining the role of active reflection, we also assess the additional effects such active data collection has on
model accuracy.
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We were also interested in individual differences between users; as it may be that certain classes of triggers have
very different effects on different users. For example, for some people, activities related to work may be critical
in determining their mood, whereas for others, their social behaviors might have much stronger effects. Our
study therefore explored these differences. Finally, we were interested in the effects of temporal context on
mood. One’s current mood may be highly influenced by anticipated future events, such as an upcoming
vacation, or by past events, such as a recent family reunion. We wanted to assess the contributions of recent past
and upcoming future events on current mood.
We address the following questions:
- Explanatory Models for Mood: How do we derive accurate mood models? How do different sets of trigger
activities, specifically social, health, and work, affect mood? Additional questions include: Does active user
reflection about activities improve mood models? Do user explanations also improve models? Are there
individual differences between users? How do past and future events affect current mood?
- System design: Based on the above models, how might we design effective systems to better track, capture,
and predict mood? What types of data are needed for accurate modeling? What system design features allow
such data to be collected?
3. Prior Approaches to Modeling Mood
A mood is a generalized emotional state that is typically described as having either a positive or negative
valence. Moods tend to be longer lasting than discrete emotions such as anger, joy or fear. Moods are less
specific, less intense, and less likely to be triggered by a particular stimulus than discrete emotions [28]. Energy
is a different concept that relates the strength of the experienced emotion [24, 29], and is commonly
synonymous with arousal. Mood and energy interact in complex ways, although there is no consensus about the
exact nature of such interactions [24, 30, 31]. Theoretical and empirical work indicates that reporting both mood
and energy together improves the accuracy of mood evaluations [24].
3.1 Relationships Between Activities, Mood and Wellbeing
Our main goal is to develop models that accurately characterize relations between user activities and mood. Few
studies have modeled how daily personal activities affect mood; most of these have focused on non-digital
contexts. Daily personal activities have been examined by Stone et al. [32] who developed the Day
Reconstruction Method (DRM). The DRM involved participants writing both about the activities they engaged
in during the previous day, along with their accompanying feelings. Activities with highly positive effects on
mood included exercising, socializing, intimate relations, and relaxing. Activities that engendered negative
moods included doing housework, commuting, and working. However, other factors that are unrelated to
specific activities also affected general mood levels, including pressure to work quickly and sleep quality.
Another study found that people are prone to inaccurately evaluate how normal activities affect mood [33].
People in that study were more likely to rely on folk theories about mood (e.g., Fridays are happier days,
Wednesdays are unhappy) than their own direct personal experiences.
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A very different approach to understanding and improving mood is the Pleasant Events Schedule (PES). The
PES explores the effects of different activities on mood using a combination of retrospective reporting and
intervention methods. The PES is a behavioral self-report inventory that focuses on positive events in
participants’ lives [34]. In the PES users are asked to retrospectively report how frequently they engage in
various activities and also to rate the ‘pleasantness’ of each activity. For example, seeing old friends is reliably
judged as a highly pleasant activity, whereas physical discomfort is judged to be highly unpleasant [35]. While
participants’ subjective evaluations provide useful information about how different activities affect mood, these
evaluations can take place as long as a month after the activity took place. This delayed evaluation may be
problematic, as we know that emotional appraisals of activities and events change over time; current evaluations
are not always reliable indicators of how people feel immediately after an activity [2, 36, 37].
Despite potential problems with reporting accuracy, interventions based on the PES show clear positive results.
In these interventions, participants are encouraged to deliberately and repeatedly engage in activities they
previously rated as pleasant, and the resulting effects on mood and wellbeing are then evaluated. In one study,
the PES was given to depressive patients along with a depression scale [38]. Patients were then reminded about
their most positive uplifting activities and encouraged to improve their moods by engaging in the uplifting
activities. Patients’ depression scores improved by 19% following this intervention. These results also
generalize to non-clinical populations. University students instructed to increase their number of pleasant events
derived from the PES obtained more pleasure than a control group [22]. Interestingly, only the students who
were instructed to cognitively reflect on their positive feelings while engaged in the activity decreased their
depression inventory scores. People who simply engaged in pleasant events without reflection increased
pleasure but did not improve on a depression inventory. In general, positive activity scheduling interventions
have large positive effects. A meta-analysis of 16 studies with over 780 combined participants found an effect
size of .87 [18]. Pleasant activity scheduling was found to be among the most effective treatments for
depression, on the same level as traditional cognitive behavior therapy techniques. In contrast with our work, the
goal of these prior studies was to evaluate the intervention effects of specifically positive activities rather than
modeling how normal daily activities influence mood.
Similar intervention methods for boosting positive affect have been explored in positive psychology. These
studies are relevant because they show which types of activities influence mood. Seligman et al. [39] analyzed
the effects of five different positive intervention strategies to increase positive affect. These strategies included
expressing gratitude, performing acts of kindness, noting three positive things that happened each day and so
forth. All five strategies promoted significant improvements in positive affect with some effects persisting up to
6 months after the intervention. In a rare digital intervention, Parks et al. [40] also conducted Positive Activity
Interventions (PAI) through the iPhone application LiveHappy. Parks et al. tracked self-selected LiveHappy
users using wellbeing scores to assess the effects of the recommended positive affect strategies. In the
intervention, LiveHappy compared 8 mood enhancing strategies (expressing gratitude, writing about gratitude,
focusing on meaningful goals, savoring the moment, replaying happy days, performing acts of kindness,
nurturing interpersonal relationships, “considering one’s best possible self”). All strategies led to improvements
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in overall mood. In both these interventions, the goal is to evaluate the effects of high level strategies for
improving affect; in contrast we examine relationships between routine daily activities and mood.
3.2 Systems For Tracking Mood That Aim To Change Behavior
Until recently, most systems for wellbeing focused on physical health, for example, tracking goals relating to
weight loss by documenting food consumption or daily step count. The implicit assumption behind these
systems is that simply capturing and presenting detailed records of physical behavior will be sufficient to allow
users to change target behaviors to meet goals. This approach has not always been successful. First, data about
daily activities is often complex, requiring users to interpret multiple streams of time-varying data. Second,
much of the general population has low numeracy skills, creating challenges for end-users when making sense
of such complex data, and making it critical to design effective end-user analytics [9]. A further limitation of
basic tracking systems is that they are overly rational; ignoring both users’ affective reactions to their logged
data as well as their emotional motivations for tracking and changing behavior [41]. It is clear that behavior
change applications must facilitate better sensemaking for personal data.
In addition to systems that promote physical wellbeing, there are now more systems that primarily focus on
emotional wellbeing. Echo was one of the first systems that addressed emotional reflection for psychological
wellbeing [2, 16]. Echo is a digital diary in which users post about recent experiences as well as their current
mood, writing text to explain their mood evaluation. Echo deployments have shown that both posting and
reflection upon prior posts improve emotional wellbeing. Furthermore, the effects of Echo are long-lasting with
improvements still evident after 4 months [16]. Other work has explored mood-dependent reflection, showing
that reflection on positive memories can elevate a current negative mood, and that reflecting on negative events
when in a positive mood leads those prior negative events to be more positively viewed [16]. Another reflection
application, Pensieve, used a different design approach; emotional reflection was encouraged by having users
reflect on prior social media content or respond to targeted prompts [42].
Early systems mainly supported manual text entry about mood. Recently, however, we have seen the emergence
of new automatic sensing applications that aim to model mood based on a variety of automatically detected
behaviors. MoodScope analyzes phone usage patterns such as number of SMS messages, application usage, call
frequency, and call length to infer mood [3]. BeWell is another application that incorporates passive sensing to
detect physical, social, and sleep activities. BeWell blurs the line between physical and mental wellbeing in an
attempt to create a holistic system; it aims to explore how different activities affect mood as well as physical
wellbeing. However, experimental trials to validate the models underlying BeWell are lacking [27].
Furthermore, there may be major limitations to approaches that involve passive data collection. Recall that one
of the major questions we examine in this work is the role of active personal data recording compared to more
passive approaches such as BeWell and MoodScope.
These research systems purport to support end user sensemaking by providing correlations between data
streams, e.g. relations between mood and sleep, but a different approach has been taken in MONARCA [21, 43,
44]. MONARCA is focused on emotional analytics; it allows bipolar patients to actively track activities and
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mood to better understand how trigger activities affect manic or depressive components of bipolar disorder. For
example, a patient might experience more volatile moods if they skip medication, fail to exercise, or sleep
poorly. Unlike many of the prior systems, MONARCA was deployed to a targetted clinical population to
explicitly test the effects of such analytic support. Seventy-eight participants using the monitoring-only version
of MONARCA showed no significant improvements and even a tendency for more depressive symptoms
compared to a control group [44]. While an ongoing trial is exploring improved analytic support, this
MONARCA evaluation highlights the need for additional work on emotional analytics and a greater exploration
of possible benefits for nonclinical users.
4. Methods
4.1 EmotiCal System Overview
EmotiCal users actively record mood, energy level, and up to 14 trigger activities that users believe have
influenced their mood. For example, they can track social interactions (e.g., time spent with a friend or
coworker), aspects of physical health (e.g., sleep or exercise), and work activities (e.g. meetings) to log these
activities’ effects on mood. EmotiCal also encourages active reflection by evaluating exactly which activities
have affected their mood. EmotiCal also prompts users to generate short explanations of how and why they
think those activities have affected mood. This active reflection has been shown to be important for behavior
change [2, 22]. EmotiCal uses this logged information about mood and activities to create an individualized
mood model for each user, predicting how different trigger activities influence the user’s mood. Users are also
encouraged to report energy levels separately from mood valence as this has been shown to provide more
accurate information about one’s emotional state [23, 24].
Fig 1 illustrates the main functions of EmotiCal. The left-hand panel shows the landing page visualization for
EmotiCal users. This visualization allows users to engage in affective forecasting about their future mood, as

Fig. 1 EmotiCal System Components. The first screen shows the moodforecasting component. The second and third screens show parts of the logging.
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well as sensemaking analytics to plan future remedial activities to improve mood. The center panel shows the
mood-monitoring interface with options to rate mood and energy level, as well as contextual information, e.g.
time and location. The right-hand panel shows the UI for evaluating trigger activities that led to current mood
(e.g., that food had a positive impact on current mood). There are a total of 14 possible activities the user might
select as affecting mood, although not all are shown in this UI view. Models of the relations between these
activities and mood are used to generate recommendations about potential remedial plans shown in the left
panel. We discuss mood scales and trigger activities in more detail below.
EmotiCal uses this historical monitoring information to predict each user’s expected general mood for two
upcoming days. Past and future expected moods are presented to users in a visualization (see left-hand panel of
Fig 1). Sensemaking and remedial planning are supported through interaction with this visualization. Users are
encouraged to actively manipulate their future mood by adding recommended mood-enhancing activities to their
schedule. Two slots (+s) are displayed above the visualization showing moods of today, tomorrow and the day
after tomorrow. Users can click on a slot and see a list of recommended activities. Recommendations are
derived from a user’s logs (history-based) or their psychological needs profile (needs-based). History-based
recommended activities are derived specifically from the user’s own past data; this allows EmotiCal to propose
actions that the user’s own logging data indicate have positive past relationships with mood. Needs-based
activities are generated by profiling each user’s psychological needs as assessed using the Basic Psychological
Needs Scale (BPNS) [25], and generating activities that meet those needs. This paper focuses on history-based
profiling as these recommendations are directly derived from modeling.
After selecting a recommended activity by pressing a ‘+’ above the visualization, users are prompted to
schedule that activity. Past research shows that concrete implementation intentions improve the likelihood of
following through with a plan [13]. Textual feedback then summarizes the activity plan (e.g., “At 9am
tomorrow, I will go for a run.”). The user then writes a brief description of the expected benefits from engaging
in that activity and any additional planning information necessary; prior work again shows this to improve
intervention effectiveness [20]. After finishing activity planning, the visualization then updates to show the
predicted changes in mood resulting from adding the new action. In Table 1 are two examples of planned

User
ID
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Recommendation

Activity

80126

History-Based

Food

42968

History-Based

Work

User Explanation of Anticipated Mood Benefits of
Planned Activity
It helps me gain more energy and feel happiness. I
will go to my favorite restaurant around 6pm tonight.

I feel that I should do some work toward writing daily,
not only does it keep up my abilities as a writer while
I'm not in school it also feels like what I should be
doing.
Table 1: Remedial Plans Created by Participants. These remedial activities were recommended
by EmotiCal based on the user responding positively to this activity in the past.

remedial activity entries showing sources of activity recommendations derived from log file modeling. The
Activity column shows the type of mood boosting activity planned, and the Explanation column shows usergenerated expectations of how activities will help along with anticipated benefits. Thus User 80126 plans to
boost mood by scheduling a Food related activity involving going to her favorite restaurant at 6pm that night
and 42968 plans to write each day to master that important skill. EmotiCal recommends user-specific enjoyable
activities; adding an activity increases the expected mood for the planned day. For example, User 42968’s Work
activity plan of daily writing would increase his estimated mood for the next day from ‘slightly happy’ (+1 on
the mood scale) to ‘happy’ (+2 on the mood scale) on the later-explained full mood scale of -3 (very negative) to
3 (very positive). The magnitude of this estimated mood change is calculated by the mood models we describe
in this paper.
We now turn to our system deployment in which users used EmotiCal to monitor their emotions and activities
over a 3-week period.
4.2 Mood Monitoring, Energy Level and Trigger Activities
EmotiCal monitoring involved users logging information about mood and trigger activities that potentially
contribute to current mood, and actively weighting the extent to which that trigger affected mood. Users also
generated short text benefit descriptions explaining how and why they thought those triggers activities affected
their mood. EmotiCal prompted users to create at least 2 mood entries per day with notifications that encouraged
them to submit at least one morning entry and one evening entry. Prior research using similar methods indicated
that allowing users to make entries on their own schedule led to more carefully considered entries and better
compliance than system-generated prompts [2, 16]. However, this approach may preclude users from recording
in specific situations, if they are stressed, busy or engaged in social interaction [2, 16]. Users were prompted via
automatic text messages if they did not spontaneously submit a minimum of 2 entries per day.
Making a mood entry was lightweight and could typically be done in about 40 seconds. To create a mood entry,
users first make a simple mood valence and strength decision, choosing a mood ranging from -3 (very negative)
to +3 (very positive) (see center panel of Fig 1). This scale is similar to the valence row of the Self-Assessment

Fig. 2. Users record which trigger activities influenced
their current mood on this screen of the application
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Manikin (SAM) though extended to 7 ratings rather than 5 [45] to allow for finer mood granularity. Similar to
SAM, we showed a face that changed as different moods were selected. Following prior work, we also included
energy level evaluations to increase the precision of mood ratings (e.g., a cheerful emoticon may have a
connotation of excitement when the user wants to convey feeling calm) [23]. Energy ratings ranged from -3
(low energy) to +3 (high energy). Users could also optionally change the time and date of the entry or set a
location (Home, Work or Other).
After selecting mood, users were prompted to engage in active mood analysis. Users were asked to identify
which of 14 possible trigger activities influenced their mood and to rate that influence on a scale of -2
(negatively impacted mood) to +2 (positively impacted mood). The (-2, 2) scale was based loosely on the
Positive Events Schedule [34], we extended this from a 3 item rating to a 5 item rating in order to allow users
provide more sensitivity for our modeling algorithms. Users could choose as many activities as they felt were
relevant, although most users chose relatively few per entry. The mood-analysis component of the UI is shown
in Fig 2.
The 14 trigger activities that we incorporated into the system for mood analysis were identified from three
different sources: a log file analysis from a previous study of mood-tracking [16], surveys (n=39) and interviews
(n=12). In each of these contexts, informants were asked to identify activities that affected their mood. By far
the most frequent trigger activities discussed were food, sleep, exercise and general social activity. However in
addition to these common triggers, all informants mentioned several more esoteric personal activities that also
had emotional impacts. Informants discussed the effects of highly customized, specific activities such as
particular leisure activities (e.g., knitting) or socializing with a particular person (e.g., a romantic partner). These
esoteric activities fell into three main categories: leisure, work and social domains, with informants generally
mentioning more social factors than leisure or work triggers. Survey respondents who described work largely
emphasized negative impacts on mood. Given the goal of EmotiCal was to use log files for positive activity
recommendations, we prioritized customized leisure options in order to motivate the later activity
recommendations. A final class of triggers fell outside these three domains, for example alcohol intake,
menstrual cycle, or finances. To account for the wide range of other triggers for mood, we included 2 custom
options. All participants were given an instructions document that explained how to set mood triggers, and
discussed with a researcher in an onboarding phone call the trigger creation process. Participants were instructed
to not change triggers once they were initially set.
This requirements data informed the design of the EmotiCal UI for tracking and analyzing triggers, where there
were 3 main classes of trigger.
•

Default activities: The UI first probed the four commonly reported default trigger activities (food,
sleep, exercise, general social activity).

•

Non-default: Then, to address the issue of esoteric triggers, we also allowed people to track non-default
activities. Following our requirements analysis, and to provide users with some guidance, we explained
during setup that non-default activities could be of three general types, work, leisure and social, and we
provided some examples. A user could therefore decide that ‘Playing Music’ was often important for
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their mood, and so we allowed them to set it as a non-default trigger activity. Or they could decide that
‘Processing Email’ was a work activity that affected mood and decide to track that.
•

Custom: Finally, because we didn’t want to restrict users, we also told them that they could also define
other Custom activities that didn’t fall into these prior categories.

To ease tracking, non-default and custom activities have an editable title. Thus triggers discussed above might
show up in the system as ‘Leisure 2 (Playing Music)’, or ‘Work 1 (Processing Email)’. Overall users could set
up to 10 customized triggers of which 3 were social, 3 were leisure and 2 were work, and two were totally
uncategorized, motivated by the triggers identified in our initial requirements samples.
After choosing activities that affected their mood, the UI encouraged users to submit a brief free-write
explanation about how those triggers activities impacted their mood (e.g., “I really love the TV shows I watch.
Class today was too demanding and draining.” – User 13489). Again, data entry was lightweight and took
around 40 seconds on average, as users tended to select a small number of triggers (Mean=2.3, SD=1.21). For
the trigger activities UI, see Fig 2.
4.3 Users
Ninety-two users were recruited through Craigslist, Facebook, Quantified Self forums, university classroom
announcements and flyering. Users were eliminated from our analysis if they were noncompliant, which we
define as entering fewer than 10 entries over the course of the three-week study. This criterion eliminated 22
users from our analysis, resulting in 70 compliant users. These compliance levels are consistent with those
reported in similar [2, 16]. The final sample consisted of 48 females and 21 males and 1 unspecified person,
(Mean age=30.7, SD=10.26). Users received a $20 Amazon gift card as compensation for participating.
4.4 Procedure
Users were told that the research goal was to beta-test a new technology to help regulate mood and improve
wellbeing. Users first completed an online pretest, consisting of a set of surveys to assess emotional wellbeing
and behavior frequencies with enjoyment ratings for those behaviors [26]. We then emailed users a web-link to
EmotiCal with login information. To maintain user compliance, researchers individually contacted users by text
and phone within the first week; this ensured that users were consistently submitting entries and addressed any
technical errors or confusion over study instructions. We also scanned server logs to confirm that users were
indeed making daily entries, correctly following instructions and were not submitting records that would raise
concern (e.g., self-harm). We contacted users to answer the post-test survey three weeks after the start date; they
were debriefed, thanked, and given the opportunity to delete or modify any data they wished to keep private
before data analysis. Overall users generated a total of 2,875 logfiles.
5. Results
Accurate mood models are necessary to support compelling activity recommendations. If models are perceived
to be highly accurate, users are more likely to engage with the system and use its recommendations [26].
Multiple different types of data potentially affect our models, including trigger activities, user explanations, and
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individual differences. We now explore the effects of each of these different types of information to model
mood, with the aim of developing the most accurate models possible.
5.1 Modeling the Impact of Activities on Daily Mood
Mood ratings were recorded on a 7 point scale (-3 to +3). We chose regression rather than classification based
machine learning to better quantify the exact contributions of each feature towards mood. Regression models
were trained using Ordinary Least Squares regression from the statsmodels Python library [46]. Feature
selection for textual models was done using scikit-learn [47]. All R2 reported are adjusted for the number of
features.
We first analyze trigger activities that users logged. Next we examine the textual explanations associated with
each mood post, in which users analyzed how and why they felt that those activities would benefit mood.
Finally, we explore individual differences in how different activities affect mood.
5.2 Activities are Critical for Explaining Mood: Health and Social are Important
We begin by regressing on the 14 trigger activities in order to predict overall mood across all users. The model
was highly predictive R2 = .434 and highly statistically significant (p < .000001). We refer to this model in
Table 2 as the Activities model because it solely uses the trigger activities that users record. In order to compare
beta coefficients of activities in this model, trigger activities, and mood were both normalized to [0,1]. The
regression was calculated using all the entries created across users. These coefficients are graphed in Fig 3. We
examined the model to determine which types of activities most affected mood, by exploring the relative
weightings of the activity categories on the overall model. The beta weights for the different categories are
shown in Fig 3, indicating that users felt that most activities had positive effects on mood. All 14 factors were
significant at α= .001.

The next critical question we wanted to address was the role of active user evaluation. In our procedure, users
actively evaluate and weight the role of trigger activities; they determined both which activities affect mood, as
well as weighting the effects of those chosen activities. How critical are such active weightings for generating

Fig. 3: Coefficients of Trigger Activities Predicting Mood.
Bars indicate the standard error of each coefficient
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accurate models, as opposed to less burdensome automatic approaches that track activities automatically?
The accuracy of the model appears to result from users’ active appraisal of the extent to which activities affected
mood, rather than the simple fact that they engaged in these activities. For example, a user simply recording that
they slept is not highly predictive of mood. In contrast, adding the user’s active appraisal informs us both how
well they slept and how that user feels that sleep affected their mood. User 86753 does this exactly in one of
their entries “I got enough sleep last night, … so I am in a good mood.” To evaluate the model difference
between active evaluation of activities and simple presence/absence of activities, we removed the selfevaluation in user entries; we did this by mapping the [-2,2] scale for activities to a simple binary [0,1]. Ones
replaced any non-zero entry and zeroes remained, representing an effect/no effect contrast. In other words, we
ignored all weightings and treated all cases where users rated an activity as equivalent. We then calculated the
relationship between mood and these binary effect/no effect features. This model without active evaluative
weightings loses nearly all its predictive power, resulting in an R2=.037. Active user weighting is therefore
critical for accurate mood models.
In order to better compare differences between different classes of activities, we constructed a hierarchical
model that aggregates the data from the 14 individual trigger activities into superordinate categories. We did this
by combining the effects of the different health related activities, so that sleep, food, and exercise trigger
activities were aggregated into a common ‘Health’ category. Likewise, we combined other activities into Work,
Social, Leisure, and Custom. We modeled the relations between these superordinate categories on mood, to
determine the mood effects of each. The model using superordinate categories was again highly predictive with
R2 = 0.414, p < 0.000001.
We then calculated significant differences between the superordinate categories; we did this by comparing the
Pearson correlations between pairs of Activity triggers and mood while controlling for the correlation between
each pair. Overall Health and Social factors have a larger impact than all other factors. There was no difference
between the effects of each of the other activities. The other 3 activities: Work, Custom, and Leisure, were not
significantly different from each other. This result supports Parks et al. [40] whose users reported that
developing and maintaining social relationships was the most important and meaningful activity for user
happiness.

Fig. 4: Category Model Predicting Mood. Bars indicate the
standard error of each coefficient
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Type(s) of Data Included in
Mood Model
Activities
Explanations

R2

Significance

.434
.442

(p value)
<0.000001
<0.000001

Activities + Explanations
.565
<0.000001
Activities + Explanations +
.613
<0.000001
Individual Differences
Table 2. Contribution of Different Types of Information to Predicting
Mood

Our primary goal was to develop as accurate model of mood as possible to enable sensemaking and remedial
planning, where planning requires proposing specific activities. We therefore return to the original 14-factor
Activity model to explore other factors that contribute to mood. The next factor we examined was user
explanations.
5.3 User Explanations Improve Mood Models
In addition to actively weighting activity categories, users also added a short text description explaining how
and why specific activities affected mood. Below are a few examples from users:
- “I woke up feeling really sick and then dealing with an hour commute on public
transit made me feel worse” [User 10606]
- “I had four meetings today but being around my friends made it a little better.”
[User 13489]
- “Secured a much coveted freelance gig” [User 71153]
We analyzed the text in the user explanations to determine whether it offered information that improved our
prior activity based mood models. We took two approaches to analyzing this text in these explanations. The first
approach used Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC). LIWC is a tool that analyzes individual words and
categorizes them into different linguistic categories, e.g. the words ‘hate’, ‘fear’, and ‘rage’ are all classified by
LIWC as negative emotions [48]. Using LIWC, we first analyzed the percentage of words that mentioned
positive (e.g., happy, enjoyed, bliss) and negative emotions (e.g., sad, depressed, angry). Overall, 6.79% of total
words were positive and 2.03% were negative. Sixty-six and a half percent of explanations contained positive
and 25.3% negative words, with 15.4% containing both. We wanted to see the extent to which providing
explanations that referred to positive or negative feelings predicted users’ mood judgements. So for each user
explanation we determined the percentage of words within each explanation that were negative and the
percentage that were positive and regressed this against the mood rating. Use of positive or negative emotion
words was indeed related to mood in a multivariate regression model, R2 = .18. Adding these linguistic
categories to the Activity model, led to a modest improvement in that model from R2 = .434 to R2 = .474.
However, one limitation of LIWC is that it relies on fixed mappings between specific words and predefined
emotional categories. However, people often talk implicitly about their emotions [49]. To address this implicit
expression of emotion, we next modeled language in posts using unigrams in a second analysis. Unigram
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Feature
negative
issues
negatively
all
don [don’t]
sick
headache
not
able
didn [didn’t]
with
tired
enough

Coefficient
-3.980933
-3.033704
-2.87173
-2.37859
-2.349698
-2.168835
-2.075584
-1.993266
1.600763
-0.883192
0.74027
-0.492941
0.416083

Table 3: Unigram Correlations with Mood from User Explanations After
Removing LIWC Words. Many of these unigrams point towards the
importance of implicit emotion recognition in text.
modeling examines whether the use of specific words by users correlates with changes in mood. Using unigrams
also improved the basic activities model, but this time more significantly. Unigrams of user explanations alone
generates a highly predictive model (R2 = .442) and adding unigrams to the Activities base model improves it by
.131 to R2 = .556. We denote the added unigrams of user explanations as ‘Explanations’ in Table 2.
We hypothesized that this additional improvement with unigrams occurred because implicit emotions in users’
text entries might be missed by LIWC. To examine this, we identified the top 30 most predictive unigrams
chosen by F-score. F-score is a common way to measure feature importance [50]. After excluding 1 proper
name, we subtracted the intersection of the top unigrams with the list of words that LIWC categorizes as
positive or negative emotion. This allowed us to identify terms not captured by LIWC classification. This
subtraction left us with 13 unigrams in Table 3. Following Goyal et al. [51] we note that many of these unigrams
are implicit expressions of events related to negative emotions. For example, negatively weighted terms refer to
experiences such as having a ‘headache’ or being ‘sick’. These negative experiences are likely to affect our
emotions negatively even though they aren’t an explicit expression of emotion. In the same way, positively
weighted terms such as ‘with’ may refer to important social experiences or ‘able’ may express competence, both
of which are important for psychological wellbeing [25]. Such expressions would not be captured by LIWC, nor
would they be captured by the Activities analysis, which focuses on specific (generally positive) activities.
However, it’s clear these Explanations provide valuable data for our mood models.
5.4 Individual Differences
We explored model personalization to see whether incorporating individual differences would further improve
model quality. During the deployment, we built individual regression models on a per-user basis rather than
using the general models trained across all participants mentioned above. Combining and averaging the metrics
of these 70 individual models gives us a rough picture of how they performed. Averaging the R2 of the 70
individual models resulted in a R2 of .45 with a standard deviation of .19. However, creating a model for each
individual user has both advantages and disadvantages. One major disadvantage of creating individual models is
the cold start problem [52]. User models don’t become accurate until they accrue enough data, which may take
weeks. An alternative to this is to use the previous generalized Activity model and add a feature for each user.
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To account for individual differences we use our general Activities model but add a binary feature for each user
into the overall model, therefore adding 70 binary features. One unique binary feature of these 70 is set to 1 for
each entry, depending on which user made the entry. The linear regression then learns a baseline for each of
these 70 binary features, i.e. each user. The binary feature denoting each user essentially acts as an
individualized intercept. This model takes into account individual differences in base mood and increases the
general model’s R2 to .515. This is notably higher than the initial Activities mood model where R2 = .434. Table
2 shows that when we added Individual Differences to the Activities plus Explanations model, the R2 increased
from .565 to .613.
5.5 User Subgroup Modeling
Another way to tackle the cold start problem is by segmenting users into groups and building group mood
models. This could allow a system to quickly categorize a starting user and provide them with an accurate model
from the group. For example, one group of users’ mood may be affected primarily by Social and Work
Activities, whereas for others, mood may depend on Health and Leisure. We analyzed the group structure in our
population using k-means clustering. Recall that each user provided a subjective emotional appraisal of some of
the 14 activities for each entry; this appraisal ranged from -2 (very negative) to +2 (very positive). We applied
Principle Components Analysis (PCA) to this data set to reduce the number of extraneous features. Following
standard methods, the number of principal components (n=2) was chosen through examination of the scree plot
[53]. The principal components of each user’s activity evaluations were clustered using k-means. The number of
clusters (k=3) was chosen by its silhouette score [54]. Silhouette scores were generated from k=2 to k=10 and
were highest at k=3, averaging .72 from a maximum score of 1. A silhouette score of .72 indicates that a strong
cluster structure has been found [55]. Figure 6 illustrates the clusters that resulted.
We see marked differences between the clusters as indicated by their mean subjective scores for the activity
categories in Figure 5. One of the clusters (shown in blue) is generally less positive about the activities they
engage in than the other two clusters. The other two clusters (red and green) are generally more positive but
differ significantly on a few categories (Work 2, Social Company 2, Leisure 2).
We then used these clusters to build group models for mood. We anticipated that these models would improve

Fig. 5 Mean Scores for Activities from Different Clusters
Showing Differences in Aggregate Ratings by Cluster
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Fig. 6 Cluster Distribution Illustrated by
First 2 Principle Components

the accuracy of the generalized mood model across all users by taking advantage of the differences we saw in
how those groups of users evaluated different activities. We used the same features and process as the Activities
model, and we trained mood prediction models at the cluster level. This resulted in three cluster models with
varying R2 of (.426, .421, .470). Models trained on random subsets of equivalent size to the clusters had R2 =
(.450, .438, .422). As an additional test, we added the cluster labels back into the original regression as a feature;
this only improved the original R2 by .005. Despite the good separation of clusters according to the silhouette
score, we fail to find cluster specific regression models that improve on the generalized models. It may be
because clusters are redundant with information already present in our models.
These prior mood models have all taken a situational perspective, that mood is affected solely by activities that
have occurred immediately prior to the mood judgment. However prior studies suggest that mood might also be
affected by non-proximal events [16], which we now explore.
5.6 Inertia and Anticipation Have Small Effects on Mood
We went on to examine the inertia of everyday activities on mood. Our prior analyses looked exclusively at
effects of current activities on mood. However, it is possible that mood is affected by activities that were carried
out before or after the current time. For example, early morning exercise may have long-term inertia creating a
positive mood throughout the day. We define these longer term effects as mood inertia effects. In the same way,
anticipating upcoming events may prospectively influence current mood. Thinking about spending an evening
with a good friend might elevate mood throughout the day. We define these prospective effects as anticipatory
mood effects.
To examine mood inertia effects, we calculated how activities from previous entries influenced a future entry’s
moods. Given a series of entries [t1, t2, ... tn] where t is a feature vector and chronological entry number is
denoted by the subscript. We predict mood of ti using a lag of one entry by regressing on the concatenated
feature vectors ti and ti-1. Mood inertia for 2 previous entries of activities was calculated in a similar fashion by
concatenating feature vectors ti, ti-1, ti-2 to predict the mood score of entry ti. To calculate anticipatory mood
effects, the reverse was done (e.g., the mood of ti is predicted by concatenating the features of ti, ti+1, ti+2).
To examine the predictivity of mood inertia and anticipatory mood effects we augment the Activities model
with entries from before or after. For mood inertia, if someone made mood entries in the morning and afternoon
of a particular day, when predicting their afternoon entry, we added activities from their early morning entry to
the model to measure inertia. Likewise we included the afternoon’s activities in the morning mood model to
examine anticipatory mood effects.
There was a marginal effect of augmenting Activities with these additional sources of information. We noted a
small .016 increase in adjusted R2 of the Activities model to R2=.451. Extending mood inertia effects by adding
both the entry prior and 2 entries prior’s features further increased the R2 by .003 to .454. These results give
credence to the view that mood is not lastingly affected by the past activities we asked users to log. For
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anticipatory mood effects we also noted rather small increases. Adding the next entry’s features resulted in a .01
increase in R2 to R2=.444 and adding the two consecutive entries further increased R2 by .004 to .448.
We expected that mood inertia and anticipatory mood effects would add valuable information to our mood
models. There are a few possible reasons that this analysis did not produce more predictive results. One reason
may be that users choose when they want to make entries; this can lead to inconsistent timings between users’
entries which makes effects hard to detect. Some users occasionally missed consecutive days of entries, which
would lead to our inertia predictions using stale data from multiple days before. With enough variation in this
inconsistency, it could lead to more noise in the data rather than signal. A final possibility is simply that the
activities that we record are mundane. It is plausible that only more major life events would have more notable
temporal effects.
6. Discussion
Our modeling results are very encouraging in the context of systems like EmotiCal. Our models were indeed
accurate as shown by the amount of variance in mood they could objectively explain, as well as by users’
subjective evaluations of their accuracy. Simple Activities explain 43.4% of the variance and models
additionally incorporating Individual Differences and User Explanations account for 61.3% of the variance.
These are important findings because users are only likely to adopt recommended mood boosting activities
when a system makes accurate predictions about projected effects of those activities on mood [26].
These mood models derive much of the predictive power from users’ careful weighing of the extent to which
each activity has affected mood, rather than the simple fact that the user engaged in those activities. We showed
this by comparing models in which activities are given weights by users, with an alternate model in which each
activity is represented in a binary fashion as relevant or irrelevant to mood score. The binary model had
extremely weak ability to predict mood, showing the importance of active user weightings. The highly
predictive nature of the active user evaluations is further shown when we examined the users’ textual
explanations. It is clear that users are actively appraising their actions in text rather than simply describing the
activities they engaged in. This active appraisal also explains the increase in predictive power that results from
including textual features; suggesting users are more nuanced in text compared with a simple appraisal using an
integer scale. Active evaluation provides essential information for accurate mood modeling.
These results have important general implications for the design of new technologies to detect and model mood.
Our results argue for the importance of designs that encourage users to actively reflect and appraise the effects
of activities on mood. However this design recommendation runs counter to proposals for new systems that
include sensors and methods to automatically detect users’ actions, e.g. physical activity, sleep, or social
interaction using sensors [43, 56, 57]. A clear motivation for such automatic approaches is to reduce the burden
on users to actively log their activities. In contrast, our findings suggest that simple activity detection has low
explanatory value compared with active user evaluations. While passive tracking of activities is lightweight for
users, we show that this approach overlooks important information contributed by a user’s self-evaluation.
Incorporating individual users’ active weightings of the effects of activities on mood along with their textual
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self-evaluations increased our model’s accuracy by 1657% from the R2=.037 from binary activity models to the
R2=.613 of the full actively user weighted Activities + Explanations + Individual Differences model. Having
said this, carefully reflecting and weighing what affects mood is a clear imposition on users. The demands of
such active reflection may potentially reduce user compliance and willingness to use such systems. While this
clearly depends on the behaviors being analyzed, system designers must carefully consider how the accuracy of
their models trades off against this user burden. Perhaps clearly informing users about the benefits of active user
reflection may serve to motivate this behavior.
There are other design approaches that might promote active reflection while reducing the burden on users. We
might, for example, seek to reduce the number of activities that users’ actively track. We have shown that
Health and Social activities are the most influential factors that need to be recorded. Tracking a few items
relating to Health and Social activities might be done very quickly without overloading the user. Another
approach might be to focus on individual differences. Modeling on a per user basis added considerably to the
models’ predictive power. Perhaps the tracking and reflecting interface might be adapted on a per-user basis to
include a smaller number of user-relevant activities. Again there are trade-offs here, for example if users’ lives
undergo major changes it may be that new untracked activities begin to have effects on mood.
Individual mood modeling is an important consideration for both theory and for the development of future
intervention systems, which will of course need to be highly personalized. We found three reliably distinct
clusters of users, and although including such clusters did not improve our models overall, it may be because
clusters are redundant with information already present in our individual user models. However, we believe that
this clustering procedure holds promise for tackling the cold start problem in similar systems.
In addition, our findings have significant implications for mental health interventions. We have already
incorporated activity models into our own EmotiCal system, a novel mobile application to present personalized
activity recommendations and mood forecasts. A field deployment has shown that people who use EmotiCal for
a month display increased mood ratings and report greater insight into their emotions suggesting that our
application overcame users’ limitations in users’ inherent abilities to forecast their own affect [26]. Increased
well-being following the use of EmotiCal may have arisen because of increased affective awareness following
active emotional reflection or because of direct changes to behavior resulting from carrying out mood boosting
activities, or a combination of both. Our intervention does not enable us to disentangle these different
mechanisms underpinning well-being improvements as EmotiCal led participants to do both. Furthermore, our
approach extends current positive psychology application approaches. Many of these applications currently
suggest thought-based exercises for mood improvement, such as gratitude exercises [39, 40]. Instead, our
approach reflects Lewinsohn’s behavioral approach to mood regulation [38] in recommending specific,
personalized activities that are intended to increase positive mood and structuring recommendations with
concrete planning to improve compliance [13]. Accurate mood modeling supports improved recommendations
for mood-boosting activities, leading to measurable changes in wellbeing.
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There are also important implications for social science. Our results show that we are able to accurately predict
user mood from self-reported activity data. Better modeling of relations between activities and mood are critical
for improved scientific understanding of health and wellbeing; in particular, in supporting effective emotion
regulation. We also add to our scientific understanding about how activity influences mood using a new method.
Our deployment allowed users to log exactly what they felt in the moment, giving our data fidelity with regards
to how mood and activities interact.
Our findings also contribute to studies that characterize relations between activities and mood. We support
findings using retrospective data [32, 40] showing that Social Activities contribute one of the largest positive
effects on mood. However, unlike the Stone et al. study [32], we find that Health activities also impart large
effects on mood. Nevertheless, the large positive effect of Health activities on mood is consistent with the
findings of Parks et al. where users, in aggregate, found “Doing physical exercise or sports” to be the second
“most important or meaningful” activity [40]. In contrast with Stone et al., we did not find that Work depressed
mood [32]. These discrepancies with prior work may arise from a difference in subject populations. Stone et al.
recruited all female users, from the same geographical region that largely worked as teachers, nurses or
telemarketers. In contrast, our sample included both males and females from areas across the United States.
Nevertheless, there are limitations to our approach: in our procedure users choose which events to log, which
may introduce logging biases. For example, users may be more likely to log positive rather than negative moods
[41]. We addressed this by allowing user choice in log scheduling which results in more carefully considered
entries [2]. Users could also navigate through the application to a page listing their previous entries, so it is
possible they engaged in self-reflection facilitated by having these past entries.
Overall, our study presents a successful new method of modeling emotions that we deployed in the context of a
successful emotional regulation system to promote wellbeing. We were able to accurately model which
activities influenced mood by collecting active user logs about activities, as well as user explanations of how
different activities influenced mood. Models were also improved by personalization. Users largely complied
with active data entry over a three-week deployment, suggesting the viability and promise of designing new
personal health systems that analyze our activities and recommend new actions that can improve health.
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